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« In essence, the Republic stands by the most vulnerable; to provide them with the support they need for 
their subsistence, but above all to lead them gradually to free themselves from the grip of poverty and to 

become actors of development themselves»

Extract from the address of the Head of State, His Excellency, M. Faure Essozimna GNASSINGBE on the State of the Nation 
April 26, 2019

HEM. Faure Essozimna GNASSINGBE
President of the Republic of Togo



S ince 2008, our country has 
undertaken major projects to 

promote social development and 
strengthen economic inclusion for 
grassroots populations.

Several programs and projects have 
been implemented and are being 
consolidated over time thanks to the 
determination and commitment of the 
Head of State, Faure E. Gnassingbé, 
and the support of technical and 
financial partners.

Whether in terms of access to basic 
infrastructures, capacity building 
for grassroots actors, improving the 
income of cooperatives and groups or 
the socio-professional integration of 
young people, concrete actions have 
been undertaken and the Togolese 
population have begun to see the 
efforts made by the government.
The year 2019 in particular saw the 
start of the activities of the Social 
Nets and Basic Services (FSB) project 
and the Employment Opportunities 
for Vulnerable Youth (EJV) project in 
more than 1,350 villages in the 209 
poorest cantons of Togo.

Depending on the characteristics of 
their vulnerabilities, the government 
has initiated, in each of the targeted 
villages, the rehabilitation and 
construction of basic infrastructures, 
the consolidation of schools canteens 
or the allocation of cash transfers to 
poor households.
For the rural labor force with little or 
no value, a privileged employment 
framework has been created that 
mobilizes poor and vulnerable youth 

around a community volunteering 

coupled with training in business 
development and citizenship. 
As a result of these actions, poor 
households and young people in these 
targeted cantons have increased their 
incomes. They have expanded their 
consumption to services that were 
formerly
inaccessible to their purses, built up 
savings, and developed new income-
generating activities. 

Access to health care, children’s 
schooling and healthy nutrition 
are increasingly made possible 
to beneficiary populations, and 
their resilience to shocks has been 
strengthened.
Moreover, with the various support 
components provided by the 
government to the grassroots 
populations, the communities 
are becoming more organized 
and empowered. Their level of 
responsibility and commitment to 

promoting local development has 
increased, with the emergence of 
a new class of elites within the 
grassroots communities; this now 
favors their effective participation in 
the life of their communes within the 
framework of decentralization.
By sustaining these initiatives, 
extending them to all vulnerable 
communities, continuing efforts to 
mobilize resources and strengthening 
collaboration with public and private, 
national and international partners, 
we will contribute to consolidating 
social development and strengthening 
inclusion mechanisms, as wanted in 
axis 3 of Togo’s National Development 
Plan 2018-2022.
That is why I welcome and encourage 
all the efforts being made by the 
various actors at the grassroots level 
and the support of our partners, in 
particular the World Bank, which is 
providing significant support to the 
Government in the area of social 
protection and employment.

It is my hope that more and more 
development actors will join this 
common struggle to make each 
Togolese man and woman the full-
fledged architect of the development 
of his or her community, his or her 
commune, his or her prefecture, his or 
her region and the country as a whole, 
so that no one is left by the wayside 
on the road to emergence..

Victoire S. TOMEGAH DOGBE 
Minister for Grassroots Development, Handicrafts
and Youth

Édito
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AIM OF THE  AGENCY
Faced with the persistence of poverty in our country, the concept of grassroots 
development, a new paradigm centered on the access of all communities to the 
common subsistence minimum through the approach of inclusion of vulnerable 
groups, was launched in 2008. 

This concept is characterized by the State’s support of vulnerable communities for 
their self-care, in an inclusive socio-economic environment. It enables the basic 
needs of the populations to be taken into account while ensuring their full and 
responsible participation in the transformation of their environment.
To give content to this new approach, the National Policy for Grassroots 
Development (PNDB), adopted in 2012, defines four areas of intervention 
(i) strengthening the capacities of grassroots communities, (ii) enhancing local 
productive potential, (iii) improving basic infrastructures and (iv) promoting social 
safety nets. 
To ensure the implementation of the PNDB and the integration of the grassroots 
development dimension in all development policies, plans, programs and projects 
in the country, the Government established the National Agency for Grassroots 
Development Support (ANADEB).

WHO ARE WE?
ANADEB is an autonomous public institution created on January 19, 2011 
by decree n°2011-017/PR providing guidelines to its creation, attributions, 
organization and functioning. It is the operational arm of the Ministry of Grassroots 
Development, Handicrafts and Youth (MDBAJ)
It has three management bodies: 
• A supervisory board
• A board of Directors 
• An Executive Board.
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OUR VISION
Ensure sustainable universal access to at least all grassroots communities and 
organizations of Togo by 2032.

OUR MISSION
Ensure the implementation of the National Grassroots Development Policy 
(BNDP) defined by the Government and ensure the integration of the «grassroots 
development» dimension into development policies, plans, programs and projects.

OUR AREAS OF EXPERTISE 
Assistance to CDBs in managing the development of their communities
Support for the construction and management of socio-economic and community 
infrastructures
Capacity building of grassroots actors
Support for improving the income of groups/cooperatives
Socio-professional integration of young people
Social nets (cash transfer, school feeding)
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OUR STRATEGY
• Participation and inclusion 
• Making-do 
• Local ownership 
• Identification of potential beneficiaries on the basis of the poverty map 
• The principle of accountability 
• Partnership 

OUR TARGETS
• Grassroots communities (youth, households, vulnerable schoolchildren)
• Grassroots Development Committee (CDBs) 
• Groups/cooperatives. 

OUR PROGRAMS / PROJECTS
• Community Infrastructure Microprojects Support Program (PSMICO) 
• Urban Community Development Program (PDC-ZU) 
• Project to support the economic activities of groups / project for the 

development of root and tuber plants (PSAEG / PRT) 
• Project to support communities in the manual maintenance of roads and tracks 

(CANTONNAGE PROJECT) 
• Social Nets and Basic Services Project (FSB) 
• Employment Opportunities for Vulnerable Youth Project (EJV). 

OUR AREAS OF INTERVENTION
 Villages 
 Urban and Peri-urban areas.



PSMICO
Since 2009



GENERAL OBJECTIVE 
Support the process of setting up and managing the socio-economic infrastructures of the communities 
at the grassroots level. 

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES
• Empower grassroot development committees (CDBs) to manage their development  
• Support the establishment and management of basic infrastructures 
• Monitor and evaluate actions and capitalize on experiences

CRITERIA FOR SELECTING BENEFICIARY COMMUNITIES
• Relevance of requests according to the poverty map of Togo
• Technical and financial feasibility of micro-projects
• Level of organization and capacity for community participation
• Respect for the principle of equity between the different regions and prefectures
• Existence of other programs of the grassroots departement for synergy of action

TARGET GROUP
• Vulnerable rural communities, urban and peri-urban

COMMITED FUNDING
• 9 billion CFA, or US$30 million

PSMICO
Community Infrastructure Microprojects Support Program (PSMICO)

Mobilize, Involve, Empower.
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PSMICO RESULTS

483 classrooms built,
including 64 in 2019

553 Market sheds built and rehabili-
tated, including 68 in 2019

2 024 Sanitation facilities built,
including 11 in 2019

05 Youth centers built in 2019

28 Drillings built in 2019
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Accelerate and intensify development actions.

As part of the implementation of the Community Development Emergency 
Program (PUDC), ANADEB was asked to provide basic socio-economic 
infrastructures to reduce social inequalities in Togo. 

SOME PLANNED INFRASTRUCTURES ON PUDC
• 1 Youth center at Mango 
• 3 Prefectural markets in Guérin-kouka (region of Kara), Blitta (Central region) 

and Elavagnon (region of Plateaux) 
• 3 Women’s centers in Kara (region of Kara), Sotouboua (Central region) and 

Notsè (region of Plateaux)

• 13 cantonal sheds 
• 9 latrine blocks 
• 10 photovoltaic drilling 
• 5 warehouses 

Types of infrastructures 
• Shops
• Sheds
• Stores
• Latrine blocks
• Photovoltaic drilling
• Women’s centers 
• Youth centers …

COMMITED FUNDING
2.1 billion CFA, or US$ 3.4 million

In 13 districts of Lomé
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PUDC RESULTS

01 Youth center in Mango

03 prefectural markets in Guérin-kouka,
Blitta and Elavagnon

03 Women’s center in Kara,
Sotouboua and Notsè

13 - 13 cantonal sheds 
- 9 latrine blocks
- 10 photovoltaic drillings
- 5 warehouses

10 Drillings built in 2019

Neighbou
rhoods of 

Lomé
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IMAGES OF PUDC

Youth center of Mango Women’s center of Notsè

Prefectural market of ElavagnonLatrine blocks and photovoltaic drilling 
of Tokoin-Tamé
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Inauguration of the prefectural market of 
Guérin-Kouka on February 26, 2019 by
HEM. Faure Essozimna GNASSINGBE

Inauguration of the women’s center of Notsè
(P/ Haho) June 10, 2019 by the Prime Minister 

HEM.  Komi Selom KLASSOU

Inauguration of the prefectural market 
of Elavagnon on June 18, 2019 by

HEM. Faure Essozimna GNASSINGBE

Inaugural ceremony of the cantonal market 
of Attiégou on May 10, 2019 by the Minister 

Victoire TOMEGAH DOGBE

INAUGURATION OF PUDC 
INFRASTRUCTURES
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PAPV
Support Program for Vulnerable Populations

Social Medical Center
of BANGELI

Laboratory
of BITCHABE

Social Medical Center
of LEGBASSITO



Inaugural ceremony of Social Medical Center of LEGBASSITO on June 
03, 2019 by the Prime Minister HEM.  Komi Selom KLASSOU

Inaugural ceremony of Social Medical Center of 
VAKPOSSITO on June 03, 2019 by the Prime Minister 

HEM.  Komi Selom KLASSOU

Inauguration of Social Medical Center of
 DIMORI on June 06, 2019 by the Prime 
Minister HEM.  Komi Selom KLASSOU

Inaugural ceremony of Social Medical Center
of ATCHAVE June 10, 2019 by the Prime 
Minister HEM.  Komi Selom KLASSOU

INAUGURATION OF PAPV 
INFRASTRUCTURES
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« A year ago, patients were not willing to come to 
the Mission Tové Health Centre because the center 
was not in good condition at all. Today, all of us have 
witnessed it, it’s very beautiful. I would say that it 
is one of the most beautiful works that exist in the 
prefecture of Zio. We thank the people who thought 
of Mission Tové and its reconstruction and building 
of a new maternity hospital. We would like to thank 
in particular, the Head of State who has met the 
expectations of the people of Mission Tové. »

Dr Kossivi AFANFI
Prefectural Health Director, Zio

PSMICO, BENEFICIARIES’ TESTIMONIES

« We are flooded with joy. Over the past years, 
the market used to happen under trees and the 
baiting of fortune; and when it rained, we had to 
put away our stalls, and sometimes we stayed in 
the rain because we had nowhere to hide. Now we 
have permanent sheds, stores, an administrative 
block, and shelters for cattle and poultry. Really, 
it’s very good. Everything is set in place. Every 
merchant in the prefecture will now want to come 
to this market. Our businesses are salvaged. We 
say thanks to the government and ANADEB. »

Yana AWATE
President of the Women Committe

of Elavagnon market



FSB
Since 2017
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FSB 
Social nets and basic services

Objectives
Ensure better access for poor households and communities to basic socio-
economic infrastructures and social safety nets. 

Component 1: BASIC SOCIO-ECONOMIC 
INFRASTRUCTURES  

To support the rehabilitation and construction of basic infrastructures in target 
communities, in order to increase access to related socio-economic services.
 
Planned financing: US$8.4 million or 5.040 billion CFA francs

Component 2: SOCIAL NETS
Planned financing: US$15 million or 9 billion CFA francs + US$3 million per year 
or 1.75 CFA francs/year
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Sub-component 2.1: School canteens

1. Objective 
To increase access to regular school meals for children from the poorest communities 
in Togo, which in turn should improve attendance and retention in schools in the 
targeted areas.

2. Implementation stages of school canteens 
• Selection of institutions
• Selection of NGOs and signing of contracts 
• Information and awareness-raising for schools, CVDs, CPEs, and 

mother-canteens 
• Signing of the contracts with CPEs by NGOs 
• Implementation of the operation 
• Training of the mother-canteens in the culinary arts 
• Follow-up of the operation 

3. Beneficiaries / Targets 
• Coverage zone : The coverage is national. It involes all the five (5) 

regions of the country 
• Number of schools: 304 schools from 22 prefectures in the five 

economic regions of the country
• 92 000 schoolchildren during the 2018-2019 school year

4. Results 
• Dropout rate : 0.8% in schools provided with canteen compared to 

1.5% in non-provided schools since 2010
• Increase of school enrolment by 10,3% in beneficiary schools 

compared to 0,6% in non-beneficiary schools since 2010 
• Contribution to meeting the nutritional needs of children. 

5. Cost of school canteens 
2.5 billion CFA francs per year, including 1.5 billion francs from the World Bank and 
1 billion CFA francs from the Togolese government.



Visit of Minister Victoire TOMEGAH DOGBE to EPP 
GNINOUME (P/Bas-Mono) September 26, 2018

Training of the mothers-canteens
 in October 2019

Deworming operation for schoolchildren and 
mother-canteens at EPP Takou Kopé (P/Haho) 

in December 2019.

SCHOOL CANTEENS IN PICTURES

Visit of the Representative of the World Bank in 
Togo, Hawa Wagué Cissé. To EPP KPETSOU

(P/Bas-Mono) on January 25, 2019



SCHOOL CANTEENS IN PICTURES
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Sub-component 2.2: Money transfers (TM)

1. Objective 

To enhance the income and consumption of the targeted households and thereby increase 
their capacity to cope with shocks. 

• US$10 million or 6 billion CFA francs by the World Bank  
• 1.3 million US dollars/year, or 750 million CFA francs/year from the State. 
• Amount per transfer per household: 15.000 CFA francs
• Transfer Frequency: Quarter (every 03 months)

2. BENEFICIARY /TARGET 
• 61,000 beneficiary households from 685 villages in 209 poor cantons in the 5 

regions of Togo 
• 120,000 households in perspective at the end of the project.

ANNUAL COST
4.32 billion CFA francs, including 3 billion by the World Bank, and by the State.

DURATION
Two (02) years
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MONEY TRANSFERS
IN PICTURES

First payment of TM, february 8, 2019

Educative chat at Djokoto  (P/Vo)
on october 30, 2019
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IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
• Community participation: 

-  In the monitoring of the transfer operation 
-  Educational exchanges and talks
-  Awareness raising

• Equity 
• Synergy of actions between stakeholders
• Partnership

USE OF MONEY TRANSFERS
The transfer funds belong to the household and are intended for its expenses of :

• Food
• Health
• Education of children (girls and boys)
• And to modest savings for the establishment of a small income-generating activity.

Any other allocation of funds must be decided by the household council.

In case of any disagreement of a member of the household on the management of the 
transferred funds, the latter is obliged to resort to the traditional chiefdom of his village, 
to resolve the problem raised without violence to any member of the household.

COMMITMENT OF THE BENEFICIARY DESIGNATED BY THE 
HOUSEHOLD
The designated beneficiary undertakes to return the transfer funds collected within the 
household for use for the benefit of all its members.
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«The money transfer program was long overdue. Its 
implementation is the result of the combined efforts of 
all actors, with the Head of State, HEM, in the lead. Faure 
Essozimna GNASSINGBE, to work together for the promotion 
of shared prosperity and the eradication of extreme poverty 
by 2030, the 2 main objectives of the World Bank Group. »

Excerpt from the speech launching the TMs in TIMBOU on 23 April 2019 by the 
Resident Representative of the World Bank in Togo Mrs. HAWA CISSÉ WAGUÉ

« The political willingness of the Head of State for effective and 
stronger inclusion has always been put into action. Through the 
National Development Plan (PND) 2018-2022, the Government 
has committed to doing everything possible to share the fruits of 
growth.»
The effective start today of cash transfer payments to vulnerable 
households in Togo is a good illustration of this.

Extract from the speech of Minister VICTOIRE TOMEGAH DOGBE at the launch of the 

payment of TMs in TIMBOU on 23 April 2019

Official launch of money transfer payments by
HEM. Faure Essozimna GNASSINGBE at TIMBOU (P/Cinkassé) April 23, 2019
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Component 3: CAPACITY BUILDING AND PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT

Planned funding : 5.6 million US dollars or 3.36 billion CFA francs

Sub-component 3.1: Grassroots Management 
Training (FGB)

To empower beneficiary communities to take responsibility for the implementation 
of development projects through « the Community-led Development (DCC) » 
approach and grassroots management training (FGB).

Estimated funding : US$ 0.5 million (300 million CFA francs)

Sub-component 3.2: Support for the establishment 
of a social safety net system

To contribute to the deployment of the national targeting strategy for the 
development of a cross-cutting social safety net system.

Estimated funding : US$ 0.5 million (CFAF 300 million)

Sub-component 3.3 : Project management 

Estimated funding : US$4.6 million or CFA 2.76 billion CFA francs

Beneficiaries/location
The whole national territory.

Strategy/approach
• Participation
• Equity
• Sinergy of actions
• Community-led development through grassroots management training 

(FGB).

Expected results 
- 200 infrastructure micro-projects are carried out in 200 communities in 
the five (05) regions of the country.
- 91,500 school children, including 41,500 with State funding, and 50,000 
with World Bank funding, benefit from a hot meal every day.
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-52,000 households, including 12,000 with State funding and 40,000 with 
World Bank funding, benefit from a money transfer of 15,000 CFA francs per 
quarter for two years.

Implementation period: 2017 to 2020
Project cost: US$ 32 million (CFA Francs 19.2 billion)
(conversion rate: 600 CFA = US$1)

Source of funding 
-  World Bank: US$29 million or 17.4 billion CFA francs
-  Togolese State: US$3 million, or 1.8 billion CFA francs/year.
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FSB RESULTS

315 Public Primary Schools

Commited funding : 6.5 billion CFA Francs,
or US$10.83 million

94 552
Schoolchildren assisted
with 14 708 152 meals 
served in 2019

45 702 
Beneficiary households, with
35 463 by the BM & 10 239 
by the government

136 037 payments, or
2 701 665 000 F CFA

SCHOOL CANTEENS

MONEY TRANSFER
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«When the students come to school, they eat meals 
containing all three food groups before they go 
home. This has reduced the rate of illness among 
them. The other advantage of school canteens is 
that after the meal, the children no longer go home 
at midday. They rest to be back in classes in the 
afternoon. We have also noticed that the students 
are fleeing from neighboring schools to the ours  
because there is food here. We ask you to help 
these schools with the school canteens as well. 
The advent of canteens has increased the success 
rate in our school compared to previous years. We 
always want to thank you. 
At noon we take the children out, and the canteen 
mothers help us with the distribution of the meals 
until they finish eating. We thank once again the 
World Bank. »

« With the canteen, we now like to come to school. 
No one wants to miss a day of classes anymore, and 
everyone is learning well. »

ADODO Adéline
Student in CM class

ALADE Koffo
EPP Agodomé Principal

SCHOOL CANTEENS, BENEFICIARIES’ TESTIMONIES
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« After the death of my husband, we were really in 
trouble. I heard that there is a project for poor and 
vulnerable households. This project gave us 15,000 
CFA francs for our needs. I used some of this money 
to buy maize, small fish and condiments for our food 
at home. The rest of the money, which was 7,500 CFA 
francs, I used it to buy a goat for breeding with the hope 
that when it gives birth, I can sell the young to ensure 
my children’s schooling. ANADEB has helped us a lot and 
we pray that it will continue to do so. We also pray to 
God to bless the donors, the government and the World 
Bank. »

« I am one of the women who started receiving the 
15,000 CFA francs of TM quarterly in our village last 
May.
With the agreement of all the members of our respective 
households, four (04) women, including myself, decided 
not to use TM directly in consumption so that at the end 
of the project, we would still have enough to live on. 
So, we got together as a group to raise 60,000 francs 
to start producing Gari. We spent 40,000 CFA francs of 
this amount on the purchase of a cassava field. The rest 
was used in the cassava transformation process. 
Today, we are gari producers. It is with a part of the 
income from sales that everyone makes his household 
expenses. With the next payments, we will increase 
production to better sell. 
Already, we have bought a second field to continue the 
transformation. I am really satisfied because we have 
found the way to provide for our families’ daily needs 
and save some money. With this activity, I am convinced 
that I am very far from my former misery before the 
end of the cash transfer project. Many thanks to the 
donors… »

DJERI Amamatou
Beneficiary of MT

ABALO Afoua 
Beneficiary of MT

MONEY TRANSFERS, BENEFICIARIES’ TESTIMONIES



EJV
Since 2017
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EJV
Employment Opportunities for Vulnerable 
Youth Project

Objectives
Provide income-generation opportunities for targeted poor and vulnerable youth 
in Togo.

Component 1 : Community volunteering and training
Provide an opportunity to develop healthy work habits and acquire civic values 
while participating in an activity valued by the community.

Estimated funding : 8.5 million US dollars or 5.1 billion CFA francs

Sub-component 1.1 : Community volunteering and on-the-job 
training

Estimated funding : 3.5 million US dollars or 2.1 billion CFA francs

Sub-component 1.2 : Training on life skills and micro-entrepreneurship

Estimated funding : 5 million US dollars or 3 billion FCFA

Component 2 : Support for income-generating 
activities
Support beneficiaries who have successfully completed Component 1 activities 
for the launch or expansion of an income-generating activity (through a grant 
and access to mentoring).

Estimated funding : 2.5 million US dollars or 1.5 billion FCFA

Component 3 : Capacity building

Estimated funding : 1 million US dollars or 600 million FCFA
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Sub-component 3.1: Capacity building for the implementation of 
youth employment interventions
Support the government in the design, strengthening and implementation of 
operational instruments necessary for the implementation of microprojects for 
the employment of poor and vulnerable youth.

Estimated funding : 0.8 million US dollars or 480 million CFA francs.

Sub-component 3.2 : Support community capacity building through 
a grassroots management (FGBMFI) training coach 

Estimated funding : 0.2 million US dollars or 120 million CFA francs

Component 4 : Project management 
Estimated funding : 3 million US dollars or 1.8 billion CFA francs

Beneficiaries / targets

14,000 Togolese young people (men and women) aged 18 to 35 in poverty 
and/or vulnerability from 200 different villages in 150 cantons. Young people 
will be recruited through voluntary application and random selection.

• Location: The whole national territory
• Implementation strategy

• Beneficiary participation
• Sinergy of actions
• Equity
• Community-led development (CCD).
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• Results / effects 
• 14,000 young people, including at least 7,000 women have improved 

their incomes
• The capacities of 14,000 vulnerable young people are strengthened in 

the business development and citizenship issues
• 10,000 vulnerable young people have benefited from the funding to 

launch or expand their income-generating activities

• Implementation period: 2017 to 2020

Cost of the project : 15 million US dollars or 9 billion CFA francs (conversion 
rate: 600 CFA = 1 $US)

Source of funding : World Bank
Implementation institution: ANADEB.
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EJV RESULTS

Commited funding : 3 928 257 640 CFA Francs

8 464 Young beneficiaries

121
Intensive labour works 
(THIMO) completed including 
81 roads
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« I come from Dabogou in the prefecture of Tandjoare. At first, we 
registered with the CVD and then the people from ANADEB came to 
make the draw. They wrote the numbers on pieces of paper and we 
made the draw. I chose number 48, and so I came out a beneficiary.
When we carry out the work, we are paid every 10 days at a rate of 
1,500 francs per day. We save 500 francs a day. After the 80 days 
of THIMO, the money I have saved will allow me to do business to 
improve our situation. I sell the local drink ‘’tchakpalo’’ and the sound 
of the drink will serve me in the pig breeding. »

«Before I did the community volunteering, I worked at home. But I 
didn’t have many clients. Only those I already knew, or who knew me, 
would come and order. And often it was for small alterations to their 
old clothes. It was very difficult at home because I couldn’t cover all 
the expenses for my two children. They had to be sent to school, they 
had to be fed, they had to be taken care of. But as I was the only one 
taking care of them, my work didn’t generate enough income for all 
that. That is why, when I heard the announcements of the EJV project 
on the radio, I took the plunge; and thank God, I was held back. I 
did everything I was asked to do. In our village, I took part in the 
construction of the Zafi track in Kouvé in the Yoto. I also took several 
training courses. During the work, we were paid 15,000 CFA francs 
every 10 days. With this income, I started by breathing a bit, but I 
didn’t spend it all. I saved part of it on the account that the project 
helped me open. With my savings and the extra help, I received from 
the project at the end of my volunteering, I acquired the machines 
I was missing and set up a shed by the roadside to be my sewing 
workshop. Formerly, I had only two orders a week, and I didn’t have an 
apprentice. But now that I’m here, I receive many more orders a day; 
even from people I don’t know. I also took on two apprentices. I know 
now that I’m a real seamstress. This project has really changed my life 
and my children’s lives. »

Ama Fakpa
Benefiaciary of EJV project

DOUTI Gnamtoi
Beneficiary of EJV project

EJV, BENEFICIARIES’ TESTIMONIES



PDC-ZU
Pilot phase 2012 - 2013

Scale-up: 2014
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PDC-ZU
Urban Community Development Program

 

General objective
To empower 52% of disadvantaged neighborhoods in Togo’s cities to take charge 
of their own development and contribute to Togo’s development. 

• Specific objectives
• Support grassroots development committees in developing and 

implementing their action plans
• Strengthen the capacities of the actors involved in the management of 

neighborhoods development
• Monitor and assess the actions carried out and capitalize on experiences.

• Criteria of neighborhoods selection

• Community organization
• Insanitary conditions
• Status and number of existing basic infrastructures
• Income level of women and youth.

• Target group

 Inhabitants of vulnerable neighborhoods in urban and peri-urban areas of Togo.

• Committed funding

3 billion CFA francs or US$ 4.85 million
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PDC-ZU RESULTS

889
Neighbourhoods Development 
Committees organized and structured, 
including 281 in 2019

39 Sanitized cities in 2019

747 Sanitized neighbourhoods in 2019

1 230 Young VEC craftsmen equipped, 
including 234 in 2019

136 PAQ set up in 2019
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250

21 500

Sanitation operations carried 
out in 747 neighbouhoods of
39 prefectures

649 wild dumps removed

619,82 Km of streets weeded 
and maintained

674,04 km of gutters rehabilitated

829 public squares maintained

804 sensitizations

25 river banks maintained

Individuals reached,
including 12139 women

Clean Saturday operations 2019
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PDC-ZU IN PICTURES

Craftsman tools granting ceremony
Lomé on March 8, 2019

Sanitation operation
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« Our job this morning is 
to clean the gutters along 
the large bypass at the 
Ntifafa market in Zorro 
Bar. These gutters have 
been blocked by local 
residents and have been 
out of use for several 
years. We have decided 
to clean them today so 
that they are operational 
again. After the operation, 
we are going to visit the 
surrounding houses to 
make the residents aware 
of the need to keep these 
structures cleaned ».

« I finished my apprenticeship 5 years 
ago, but I couldn’t open a workshop 
because I didn’t have any working 
materials. Today, I have received 
sewing and threading machines, an 
iron and many other things. I’m very 
happy to finally have something to 
do my job with. I say thank you to the 
government’s support for we young 
people. Long live to the Volunteerism 
of Citizen Engagement, and long live 
to ANADEB. »

«We have been mobilizing 
our fellow citizens for this 
health activity for three 
years now. I can tell you 
that the considerable 
increase in the number 
of participants surprises 
us. See for yourself; 
this number proves that 
ANADEB’s Clean Saturday 
operation is a success and 
that the populations gain 
a lot from it. »

VIGLO Messan
CCD Djidjolé

(Djidjolé neighborhood)

AMETSITO Gninin
President of CDQ

(Akodésséwa Kponou neighborhood)

AGBA Pidamanwe
Craft kit beneficiary

PDC-ZU, BENEFICIARIES’ TESTIMONIES



PSAEG / PRT
Since 2009
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PSAEG
Project to support the economic activities
of groups (PSAEG)

Learn to co-manage, become autonomous

• General objective

Contribute to the improvement of the incomes of members of groups / 
cooperatives and the development of rural employment in villages.

• Specific objectives 

• Strengthen the capacities of groups/cooperatives
• Facilitate access for group members to appropriate local microcredits
• Monitor and assess actions and capitalize on experiences

• Criteria of selection

• Be a grouping/cooperative that has led its constituent general assembly and 
operates in a rural environment 

• Conduct an income-generating activity.
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PRT
Root and Tuber Plant Development Project 
(PRT)

Learn to co-manage, become autonomous

• General objective

To promote the self-employment of young people and their integration into 
the economic life through the production, processing and marketing of root and 
tuber crops.

• Specific objectives

• Contribute to the improvement of the cultivation, conservation, processing 
and marketing of root and tuber crops 

• Strengthen the capacity for initiative and self-organization of producers, 
processors and traders

• Fostering an entrepreneurial spirit among rural youth
• Set up a local savings and credit system.

• Target group

Rural groups in areas of high cassava production.

• Criteria of selection

• Be a grouping/cooperative that has led its constituent general assembly and 
operates in a rural environment 

• Conduct an income-generating activity 
• Be a group or cooperative engaged in cassava processing.
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PSAEG/PRT RESULTS

10 996 Installed equipment 
units

6 391 Beneficiary groups
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PSAEG/PRT IN PICTURES

Factory of one of the young people supported in the processing 
and preservation of fresh tomatoes in Vo and Bas-Mono
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CREDIT AND SAVINGS 
GROUP
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« If we are known today on a national level, and people appreciate the 
RETO brand that we produce, it is thanks to ANADEB who gave us the 
competence and the equipment. ANADEB’s support has allowed us 
to increase our transformation, and also to be able to supervise our 
workers. This has earned us several invitations to participate in fairs 
and exhibitions. In the last three years we have produced an average 
of three (03) tons, but this year 2019, when the tomato campaign 
began, we produced more than twenty-five (25) tons valued at more 
than 7,000 jars. This is equivalent to 1,500 baskets of tomatoes. We 
produce the fresh tomato ourselves, and we consume almost all the 
tomato produced in the prefectures of Vo, Bas-Mono and Lacs. We 
say thank you to the government. »

« In fact, at the beginning of this savings group, we did not fully give 
ourselves for the fact that in the past, many micro-finances have 
deceived our vigilance and swindled us. But, after a while, we realized 
that by organizing ourselves, it would be a good initiative. 
With our savings group, the money does not come from elsewhere. 
We contribute and make loans from our joint savings. Everyone 
respects the repayment deadlines. So, there is no problem. Our loans 
contribute, for the most part, to increasing our turnover and profits.
Today, is our 52nd week of meeting, that’s why we gathered for the 
sharing. I have just received a large sum of money that goes even 
beyond what I had saved because of the interest on the loans that are 
added to it. Our prayer is that ANADEB, through this savings group 
project, will also go to the remote corners of Togo. I mean ANADEB 
must go to the most deprived communities to help them develop 
their productive potential, because here it works, and it does us good.
For the next cycle, the price of the stake has risen to 300 francs per 
week with 23 members against 19 during the past cycle. A sincere 
thank you to ANADEB because, due to its support, we have better 
control over the financing of our small businesses which become 
more important after each cycle of 9 or 12 months depending on the 
year. »

Mrs EDJARE Adèle
Secretary Evou Béthel savings group 

(Amou) initiated by ANADEB

ADEGNON Rémi
Tomato promoter in the prefecture

of Vo, Maritime region

PSAEG / PRT, BENEFICIARIE’S TESTIMONIES
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CANTONNAGE 
Since july 2015
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‘‘CANTONNAGE’’ PROJECT
Project to support communities in the manual 
maintenance of roads and tracks

Contribute to making communities more accessible

• General objective

In collaboration with the Ministry of Infrastructure and Transport and the 
Autonomous Road Maintenance Financing Company (SAFER), this project aims 
to : Maintain pavement approaches, drainage and sanitation structures in a 
permanently clean condition to ensure visibility on rural roads and trails and to 
ensure proper drainage of storm water and runoff.

• Criteria of selection

• Traffic density
• Agricultural and economic potential of the areas

•  Target group

• Villages and Towns of Togo

• Specific objectives

• Ensure permanent coverage of the entire network to serve all the rural 
populations and open up remote areas

• Intervene quickly and at a lower cost to stop road and tracks damage as 
soon as it occurs

• Creating employment to stem the rural exodus
• Facilitating access to basic social services.
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CANTONNAGE RESULTS

 1 707

3 782

24 795

Km of roads reconstructed in 
2019

Km of roads reconstructed in 
2019

Beneficiaries in 2019

1 672 assisted communities in 2019
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‘‘CANTONNAGE‘‘ IN PICTURES
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« Our village Natigou has benefited from the 
‘‘Cantonnage’’ project. The funds from this were 
used to buy a box of chalk for two public primary 
schools (EPP) and a local general education 
college (CEGIL). It also made it possible to 
purchase anti-venom vaccine for the local 
Medical and Social Centre (CMS). In addition, 
an envelope of 20,000 CFA francs was given 
to each of the six organized groups that carried 
out manual maintenance work, for a total sum 
of 120,000 CFA francs. Our thanks go to the 
Directorate General of Public Works (DGTP), 
the Autonomous Road Maintenance Financing 
Company (SAFER) and also to ANADEB. 
We hope that this project will continue to keep 
our roads and tracks clean in order to avoid 
traffic accidents and also to improve living 
conditions in our communities. »   

« The cantonnage project ensures permanent 
visibility on roads and tracks. It greatly reduces 
traffic accidents, and it feeds his man. In our 
locality, it’s a great way for young people to find 
something to support themselves every month. 
We used part of the resources to make 19 table 
benches worth about 300,000 CFA francs for 
the local initiative college in the locality. »

Kossi BANDJE
CVD President of the Gboto Vodoupé 

village
(P/ Yoto), Maritime region

LAMBONI Yendoupak
CVD President of the Loko-tigou village

Canton of Loko (P/Tandjouaré),
region of Savannas.

‘‘CANTONNAGE’’ PROJECT BENEFICIARIES’ 
TESTIMONIES
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ORGANIGRAM
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ORGANIGRAM OF ANADEB
ANADEB’S CHART

MANAGING DIRECTOR
Mazalo Atchidalo  KATANGA 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

INTERNAL AUDITOR
Alonyo K. AHENOU 

CONTRACTING SPECIALIST 
Kossivi Djifa ADOBOE

COORDINATOR AR MARITIME
Kodjovi Holali AYASSOU 

DIR. PLAN AND EVALUATION 
MONITORING

 Véronique DOSSOU AMEGAKPO 

COORDINATOR/EJV 
Hyacinthe Wénato BANKATI 

COORDINATOR AR PLATEAUX
Koku Dodzi KAMETI-ATI 

ADM & FIN DIR
Edwige TSOLENYANU AFANDE

COORDINATOR/FSB 
Kokou Koumah TOFIO 

COORDINATOR AR CENTRALE
Fleur Wenbedigni ESSO

DIRECTOR OF OPERATIONS
Brandao Hyacinthe ALAO 

COORDINATOR AR KARA
Kérimou MOULAMOUWA 

RESP COM & RESS MOB
Bétinho G. SOKPOH 

SECRETARY
Tchandame LADANI 

COORDINATOR AR SAVANES
Gnalemba REDAH 

SUPERVISORY BOARD
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Agbalépédogan, rue 48 maison 426, villa  Malou 01 B.P. 2098 Lomé - Togo 
Tél : 00228  93 86 93 73 / 22 25 57 11  Site web : www.anadeb.org 

Email : anadeb@anadeb.tg / anadebtogo@gmail.com

NATIONAL AGENCY FOR SUPPORT TO GRASSROOTS DEVELOPPEMENT

Maison Adébayor

Vers Totsi

Vers Djidjolé

ANADEB

Vers Ecole prim
aire

Agbalépedogan groupe c
Ecole primaire

Agbalépedogan groupe c
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